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print "Hello!"

if (outOf(milk)):
    print "We are out of milk!"
    order(milk)

if (outOf(eggs)):
    ...
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if (outOf(eggs)):
    ...

ifKeyword := 'if' asParser.
print "Hello!"

if (outOf(milk)):
    print "We are out of milk!"
    order(milk)

if (outOf(eggs)):
    ...
print "Hello!"

if (outOf(milk)):
    print "We are out of milk!"
    order(milk)

if (outOf(eggs)):
    ...

identifier := #letter, (#letter / #digit) star.
Indentation using Petit Parser

print "Hello!"

if (outOf(milk)):
    print "We are out of milk!"
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Indentation using Petit Parser

```python
print "Hello!"
if (outOf(milk)):
    print "We are out of milk!"
    order(milk)
if (outOf(eggs)):
    ...

block := indent, command plus, dedent.
```
Indentation using Petit Parser

print “We are out of milk!”
order(milk)

block := indent, command plus, dedent.
print "We are out of milk!"
order(milk)

block := indent, command plus, dedent.
indent := ???
dedent := ???
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PetitParser uses **Parser Combinators**

```plaintext
#letter, (#letter / #digit) star
```

PetitParser uses **Parser Combinators**
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order(milk)

block := indent, command plus, dedent.
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print "We are out of milk!"
order(milk)
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indent, command plus, dedent

Framework Implementors

```plaintext
context | column indentation stack |
(\text{context:isBeginOfLine}) \text{ifFalse:} |
^ \text{Failure} |
\text{context consumeLeadingWhitespace}.

* Save the current column
  column := context stream column,
  stack := (context propertyAt: #indent).
  indentation := stack top.

(column > indentation) \text{ifTrue:} |
  stack push: column.
  ^ #indent
  ^ \text{Failure}
```

```plaintext
context | column referenceIndentation stack |
(\text{context:isBeginOfLine}) \text{ifFalse:} |
^ \text{Failure} |
\text{context consumeLeadingWhitespace}.

column := context stream column.

* Restore previous column from the *
  * stack and compare with current *
  stack := (context propertyAt: #indent).
  stack pop.
  referenceIndentation := stack top.

(column == referenceIndentation) \text{ifTrue:} |
  ^ #dedent
  ^ \text{Failure}
```
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\[ N \leftarrow (N \cup U T)^* \]

Grammar Implementor

Framework Implementors
```
N ← (N U T)*
```

**Grammar Implementor**

**Framework Implementors**

- indentation
- tolerant parsing
- debugging